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This page contains major spoilers for Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony. Continue at your own risk. There's something missing in this guide. We need: standardization; See Test Class / Danganronpa 1Ys can help Danganronpa Vicky by adding to this guide. Trial of life or death... Cheating life or death... Betrayal of life or
death... Mysteries of life or death... Lies of life or death... The truths of life or death... Death or life... Class trial ... - Kaede Akamatsu, Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony Class Trials (学級裁判 Gakcchio Saiban) are the final act of each chapter in Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony. Students argue among themselves, using
evidence gathered during the investigation phase to determine the culprit in each chapter. Debates take place in the courtroom and consist of several stages of debates and mini-games. The trial ends when the perpetrator - known as Blackened - is revealed and eventually executed. This page serves as an overview and
guide to the test class in Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony. See the home page of the Test class for a more general review of test class in all Danganronpa games. Mini-games Apart from non-stop debates and closing arguments, Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony has 6 major mini-games: Gambit Hangman Ver 3.0,
Argument Armament, Debate Scrum, Mind Mine, Psyche Taxi, and Panic Debate. Non-stop debate: Lying during a non-stop debate, if you hold a button to shoot the bullet truth, you can change it to Lie Bullet instead. By shooting Lie Bullet in a weak spot, you can perform perjury to refute statements that are not really
incompatible. Each test has one Nonstop Debate where lies are required and 0 to 2 non-stop debates that can be completed both normally and through lies. Completing such a non-stop debate with a lie will lead to a back route. Hangman's Gambit Ver. 3.0 Choose the right letters among the floating on the screen to
present the answer to a specific question. If you focus your energy you can illuminate the center of the screen, making it easier to identify floating letters. However, some letters are hidden by shadows. You will need to rely on the light that sometimes appears to reveal them. The Argument Arming Argument Is a One-on-
One Debate against an angry opponent who wears armor from his own arguments and theories and who refuses to listen to your reasoning. To win Arguments, you have to knock down your opponent's statements while maintaining the rhythm of the debate. Only then will you pierce their armor and draw a conclusion.
The Scrum A Debate Scrum debate takes place when Trial class members are divided between two views and cannot reach a consensus. Characters on both sides will make comments that relate to a particular topic, but these comments alone do not consensus reached. For each comment made by the opposite side,
you must identify the key topic of the comment and compare it to a similar comment made by your side. The purpose of the Scrum debate is to match all the comments in one round of the debate. During the Scrum debate, a key topic that appears in the comments of both parties will be displayed at the bottom of the



screen. This key topic will always be visible when your party makes your comments, but it will be hidden to the opposite side. It is best to read each opponent's comments first and then try to identify the key theme of each comment. Mind Mine From time to time, questions will arise that can only be answered by clearing
away all unnecessary clutter, so that the truth can be revealed. In Mind Mine, color blocks will cover images that represent the correct answer to a specific question. By selecting two or more blocks of the same color, you can erase them in one fell swoop. When blocks are removed, the adjacent blocks will also change
color. Use changing colors to your advantage to clear the blocks and reveal the answer. If there's only one block left, you can mine it several times to make it disappear, but you'll be punished for it. Psyche Taxi drive along a lonely section of the road, picking up words and phrases to outline the questions asked in a
particular case. After successfully completing the question, you must choose the right answer for further progress. Take the woman holding the correct answer to make her a passenger and continue driving. Mass Panic Debates in Mass Panic Debates, you have to find inconsistencies in the statements of students as
they all shout at each other. Although similar to The Nonstop Debate, because so many characters speak at once, the screen becomes cluttered with words and voices, making it more difficult to find inconsistencies. The rebuttal showdown is a head-to-head debate against one opponent where you have to cut through
their statements with a sword. The mood of the debate determines the range of motion to aim the sword, and successful reductions shift it in your favor, increasing the range while the misses cause a debate to shift in your opponent's favor and limit your range. When a contradiction appears, you can cut through it with a
modified bullet of truth called the Sword of Truth. Chapter 1 - Chapter 1 - Chapter 2 - Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 - Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 - Skills - Mini-Game Solutions (Former / Last) - Final Argument - Execution - Nobody wanted to believe it was real, but Rantaro was killed shortly before the deadline. Now, Kaede and
Shuichi have to take on a class test. Phases - Mini-Game Solutions (former) Mini-Game Controversy / Agreement Solution Non-Stop Debate This means Ranaro wasmastermindthis whole Rantaro Accessories Non-Stop Debate Because I Never Went to the Library, Okay!? Loukiyo's Account Multiple Choice Reason
Why Tsumugi Couldn't Be in Disguise... Cospox Mass Panic Debate Rantaro'sthe the only one who left in the middle of it ... Account of the Maki Non-Stop Debate with this sliding door... Sliding Door Spot Choice What element could you use to open the back entrance to the library? Screen in the middle of the Non-Stop
Debate there are no obstacles in the way... Moving Bookcase Select True Bullet What proves that the bookcase was opened when Rantaro was killed? Hidden Photos of Door Non-Stop Debate Inside a Hidden Door! The map Reader Dust Of The Mist has raised. - The Rebuttal Showdown is reunited with everyone and
we would be none the wiser. Front Entrance Photos Select True Bullet What's the evidence that no one sneaked into the library through ventilation? Stacked Books Of Phases and Mini-Game Solutions (last) Mini-Game Controversy/Agreement Solution Multiple Choices, even if Shuichi did go to the basement, he couldn't
kill Rantaro because... The safety sensor swollen by the Non-Stop Debate movingbookcase is not what caused it. Hidden Door Photos non-Stop Debate Shuichi was also a receiver ... Receiver on Shuichi Receiver on Kaede Interjection Hold on! - Debate Scrum (Statement 1) You hid what youknew about camera
intervals, Shuichi. Intervals Debate Scrum (Statement 2) Unlike Shuichi, I actually havean an airtight alibi! Alibi Debate Scrum (Statement 3) Shuichi and Kaedeweren't togetherthe all the time, right? Together Debate Scrum (Statement 4) If Shuichi had a receiver, he should have been called. Receiver Debate Scrum
(Statement 5) But that's a lie to Cade, isn't it? Lie Multiple Choice Reason why Rantaro noticed the camera because ... Camera Flash Multiple Choices I know this. There is only one reason why the camera flash was used... To lure the mastermind to a closer look at the person who killed Rantaro? Kaede Akamatsu Non-
Stop Debate We know he was in the library. Lookout class Hangman's gambit (Ver. 3.0) Where was the shot put rolledto make it log into the library? VENT Non-Stop Debate It's not likeit started rollin' by itself... Stacked Books Back Route: Don't Lose Your Look at the Truth. Class Vent Blocked Vent Multiple choice I
remember, one of them with a detailed floor plan ... Miu Iruma Multiple Choice Kaede rolled shot ... When she was leaving the Class non-Stop Debate Library was supposed to be quiet, wasn't it? The promotional video BGM Multiple Choice Kaede must have hid it there ... That's the only explanation. Backpack Argument
Armament Do You Know What I Tried to Do? KILLTHEMASTERMIND's closing argument all started two days before, when Monocum gave us an additional motive. The deadline added to this game caused the crime. After the announcement, some of us decided to form a group to plan our Move. I had my own plan to
find the mastermind, and someone offered to help me... At the time, I had no idea they would be the culprits. To expose the mastermind, the criminal and I installed hidden cameras in the library. There was a hidden door in the library with signs of use. We concluded that the mastermind would return there to release
Monocum. The next day we asked Miu if she could change some cameras for our trap. Then we went to the warehouse to collect the necessary materials. All we needed was disposable cameras and a security sensor. But the perpetrator found something else there - the murder weapon. That's right. The shot put the ball
down. They put the cameras as well as a shot in the backpack. Then, on the day of the expiration date, on the day of the murder... culprit, and I collected a modified camera from Miu and visited the library. Once there, we were looking for a room for perfect places to accommodate the cameras. But even then the criminal
was preparing a murder. They started by removing the vent grille, and put it in the duct. Then, moved a bunch of books on top of the bookcase, pretending to organize them. They then placed open encyclopedias on the last bookcase. It seemed harmless enough, but in fact it was the way to kill! The offender also forged
a hidden camera connected to a security sensor. I was responsible for setting up other cameras, but that's one... I didn't even notice their trick. They used duct tape to keep the flash function. After the cameras were installed, the perpetrator and I climbed the stairs to the first floor of the class. We followed the others and
waited for the safety sensor to come together. During the feast, we saw Kaito and six other people go down to the basement. Rantaro was with them... The first victim. After watching that band enter the game room, I returned to class. With about one hour remaining, the security receiver I kept went. I assumed it was the
mastermind, so I ran out of class into the library. I was in such a hurry that I left the criminal. Looking back at it now... It was the last chance to stop the murder. After I left, the offender took a shot to put the ball out of the backpack... and rolled it into the classroom vents. It's going to make a killing! Rantaro has moved the
bookcase, initiates the receiver. Without his knowledge, a trap was created. First, a modified camera photographed Rantaro with a flash. Rantaro noticed the flash and went to the bookcase to examine the camera. The camera flash lured Rantaro straight into the path of the murder weapon! Shot by a criminal thrown into
the vent rolled through the duct ... came out of the ventilation library, and continued rolling on top of the bookcase. Opening the ventilation grille and organizing the books was all to create a path. When normal the victim would have been warned by the noise... but the promotional video was masking the sound of the
rolling shot. The shot continued to roll and then fell on Rantaro's head, killing him instantly. By the time we entered the room, the murder was over. I think... seeing Rantaro's body, the culprit probably thought... The mastermind is dead, the game is over, now we can all go home... But their wish did not come true...
Because Rantaro wasn't the mastermind! It was murder... in an attempt to save all our lives. It's true. It's true behind your lies... Kaede Akamatsu, The Ultimate Pianist! Performance Danganronpa V3 Chapter 1 Execution - Chapter 1 - Chapter 2 - Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 - Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 - Skills - Mini-Game
Solutions (Former / Last) - Final Argument - Execution - Tragedy Strikes during the magic show Gimiko, and Rhomah killed. Now Shuichi must complete a new trial to fulfill Cade's wish. Mini-Game Controversy / Agreement Solution Non-Stop Debate Wahhh!!!! And he was eaten alive! Monokuma File 2 Back Route:
Underwater Escape Is Not a Trick! It's magic! Water Tank Trick (Magic Water Tank) Multiple Choice Talking About When Ryoma Drowned... Before the Non-Stop Debate, maybe the tank was a secret hatch? Water Tank Trick Interjection Mind Over Force! - Rebuttal Showdown There were to be watereverywhere! Wet
staircase Multiple Choice No, magic has nothing to do with why her clothes were not wet ... She changed her form of non-Stop Debate So basically no one saw anything. Account of the Gonta non-stop debate But if the body and piranhas were removed ... Square Glass Pane Choose the Truth Bullet What exactly was the
darkening of the body out of sight? Crammed Piranhas Multiple Choice There's only once a criminal could create this scene... Yesterday, before the night choice of truth Bullet What clue helps determine when Ryoma was killed? Witness the Ryoma Mass Panic Debate Are you sure you haven't stayed in the gym?
Kokichi account Multiple choice of the person who can be eliminated as a suspect ... Miu Iruma Multiple Choice Motive video that Ryoma was ... Was it Kaito or Maki...? Maki Harukawa MiniGames Controversy /Agreement Decision To Identify a Person Who Knows Who Was the Motive of the Video? Kokichi Oma Non-
Stop Debate If No One Can Prove That This Meeting Took place... Maki One (Maki is not one) The interjection I see through your arguments! - Debate Scrum (Statement 1) Does the culprit move the body just before the morning pronunciation? Announcement Debate Scrum (Statement 2) Is it not possible to just be the
culprit? Missed Debate Scrum (Statement 3) Remember therules will say that you can't enter the gym at night! Rules Debate Scrum (Statement 4) Piranha tankis too far from gym'sentrance. Tank Debate Scrum (Statement 5) But the pool near the gym Night. Out of Limits Scrum Scrum Debate 6) But should we trust
Maki's testimony first? Evidence of multiple choice ladder could not be used as that in this crime. I can prove it ... The staircase doesn't reach the Non-Stop Debate window the only place that fits the pool! Pool Rules Select Truth Bullet What's a clue showing where Ryoma was killed? Scratch the sink Select the truth of
the bullet If Ryoma drowned in the sink, what did the scratch? Scratched Handcuffs Spot Choice What label plugged Ryoma's laband gym? Window Psyche Taxi (Issue 1) Body was delivered from where? Laboratory window Psyche Taxi (question 2) The body was taken to the gym, from where? Gym window Psyche
Taxi (question 3) How did he move from classroomwindow to the gym window? From window to window Spot Selection What was used to connect two windows? Rope Select Truth Bullet What was used as a second rope? Tennis Pure Cable Hangman's Gambit (Ver. 3.0) What is the culprit of fashion to move the body
between the windows? ROPEWAY Mind Mine What used a criminal to ride a cable car? The Inner Metro Multiple Choice The reason the culprit left him in the pool is obvious... It was the night to identify the person who is the culprit? Kirumi Tojo Non-Stop Debate Is Ridiculous. Alibi for yesterday's return route: I believe.
Alibi for yesterday (My alibi for the night) Interjection It's my selfless devotion! - Rebuttal Showdown But there is no sight to indicate that it happened! Tagged Frame Window Select Truth Bullet What evidence implied Kirumi? Black Piece of Tissue Argument Arming What is a piece of garbage to prove!?
KIRUMI'SGLOVES The victim's body was found this morning during an underwater escape by Law Gimico. When we saw the piranhas in the tank, we thought that Gimiko's escape had failed. Of course, it was all part of the act. Gimico's escape went well. But when Angie opened the curtain in front of the tank... we saw
Ryoma, with piranhas swarming around it! Before any of us could react, the piranhas swallowed Roma's body. And all that was left was his bones and handcuffs, which he wore... This terrifying spectacle was the finishing touch to the offender's own perverted magic. The perpetrator entangled the time and place of the
murder, involving Vimiko in the trial. In truth, the crime started last night, around 8:55 p.m. Preparing for the show in the gym, the criminal had a chance of loneliness. It was then that the perpetrator used a ladder to get to the piranha tank... and removed the glass lid to put inside the tank. They used it as a partition to
force piranhas to one side of the tank. Then the criminal took the rope from the stage wing in the gym... And used the stairs again, this time to climb to the gym window. Once there, opened the window and tied one end of the rope to the window frame. The rope was thrown out the window, the window, Pool. These
preparations were key to the elaborate plan of the perpetrator. At night, after midnight, the criminal asked Ryoma to meet in his lab. All the pieces were in place. The perpetrator was ready to kill. First, the offender knocked out Ryoma, probably hitting him from behind. Then they handcuffed the shower on Rhom's wrists...
and put his head in a sink filled with water! Out of the water and the pain of drowning, Ryoma had to wake up and struggled. The perpetrator foresaw his resistance, so Ryoma was handcuffed. The fight left scratches on the cuffs and sink, but in the end, Ryoma succumbed. Roma was dead... but the criminal's plan has
just begun. They removed the cable from the tennis net and hung it from the window facing the pool. And then, in the pool, they hooked up a wire and a rope from the gym window. They returned to the lab after having taken one last thing... Rubber inner tube that was in the pool tool barn. Back at the lab, the offender
pulled out the cable, causing a rope. They pulled it out while the rope was tight and then tied it to the lab window frame. And so... The gym and lab windows were connected by one rope! After making hangers of sorts with another length of rope tied to the inner pipe ... they hung the inner tube on the rope connecting the
windows. That's how the criminal created a rope that was used to move the body! Impressive premeditated murder. But the culprit made two decisive mistakes. The offender sat on the inner tube with Roma's body and slid towards the gym. With the height difference between the windows, they would have created quite
some speed. In order not to crash into the window, the offender applied the brake. They used their own hand to grab the rope and slow down. This would cause a significant burn of the rope ... if the perpetrator wasn't wearing gloves. But because of friction, part of the glove fell off and fell into the pool. Despite this, the
offender reached the window and put Roma's body in the pyranha tank. Glass not only kept the piranhas and body divided... he also kept the piranhas so close together, they hid the body. After that, all the perpetrator had to do was untie the rope and the inner tube... but that's when they made their second mistake. One
end of the rope came out loose, and the inner tube fell into the pool. Thus, the perpetrator was forced to leave two key clues - the fabric and the inner tube. They were unable to get evidence because of the rule against bathing at night. And that's the whole story. I'm wrong, Kirumi Tojo, The Final Virgin! Dunganronpa V3
Chapter 2 Execution - Chapter 1 - Chapter 2 - Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 - Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 - Skills - Mini-Game Solutions (Former / Last) - Final Argument - Execution - In An Attempt to Resurrect the Dead, Angie Killed. During the search session, Tenko dies. Are the two related? The third test begins! Mini-Game
Controversy / Agreement Solution Non-Stop Debate So Ritual Work!? Necronomicon Non-Stop Debate You Went to Class, Broke Into... Tsumugi's account Mass Panic Debate Only student council members had access! Kokichi's Lockpicking Multiple Choice Door, locked by the last offender to seal the room, was... The
back door of Mind Mine How did the perpetrator lock the lab door outside? Gold Leaf Catan Psyche Taxi (question 1) What turned out to be a sliding lock handle? Katana in the handle psyche of Psyche Taxi (question 2) What was done to make thekatana turn the castle? Katana was stabbed to death in an effigy of
Psyche Taxi (question 3) How is a effigy manipulated by a tomake katana to affect the castle? Spinning is a few choices of people who attended the session... Korekiyo, Shuichi, Gimico, Kokiti Choice Places How Does a Criminal Get infrom Outside? The hole in the corner of the Non-Stop Debate you see. Hole in the
corner of the Back Route: Keebo could've used this feature to getunder the floor... Feature flashlight Kibo (Flashlight Drawbacks) Non-Stop Debate What about that cell was removed!? White Sheet Interjection I got your remodel right here! - Rebuttal Showdown Sitting there, with her neck exposed ... Is Stone identifying
the person who could have killed Tenko from the cage? Tenko Chabashira Non-Stop Debate Finally, with the last of her strength ... The last moments of Tenko (Tenko died instantly) non-stop debate I heard something fall. I think... Sound during Seance Select The Truth Bullet What caused the sound that was heard
during the session? Loose Floorboard Non-Stop Debate Toy-Toyst trampled across the floor! Cross under the gambit of the executioner of the floor (Ver. 3.0) What happened when a loose board came on it? SEESAW EFFECT Multiple Choice Where was the sickle when Tenko was killed ...? At the top of the Cage Mini-
Game Controversy/Agreement Solution non-Stop Debate Other Rooms, maybe trapped, too! Bloody Kokichi Back Route: What if someone sent it to collect this room? Caged Dog Village , Choose a bullet of truth Why not a single step on the floor did not use it in the murder? Magic Circle Korekiyo Drew Identify the Man
Who Killed Tenko? Korekiyo Singuji Multiple Choices How does an offender find a swing in the dark? Touch Hangman's gambit (Ver. 3.0) The criminal used what as a marker to position himself in the dark? MAGIC CIRCLE Spot Selection Which part of the magic circle is most suspicious? The lines on the corner of
Interjection Your deductions are fiction! - The Showdown refutation I didn't have a chance to touch the sickle. White House Of Home Is the Guilty one of you! - Debate Scrum (Statement 1) Kiyo killedTenko and Angie! Kiyo Debate Scrum (Statement 2) He forced his wayinto Angie into researchlab and killed her! Debate
Scrum (Statement 3) Catanavas foundin Kiyo Lab! Lab Debate Scrum (Statement 4) So Kiyodid Killed Tenko, but He's Not Blackened? Blackened Debate Scrum (Statement 5) He planned to use the new rule to protect himself all together. Rule Debate Scrum (Statement 6) We decided themystery Tenko'sdeath ... Can
we just vote now? Mystery Select True Bullet What clue was found at the crime scene that has not yet been explained? Dried blood under the floor Multiple choice Bloody under the floor was dry because... This happened before the multiple blood stain selection session from before the session... It's got to be them. Angie
Yonaga Non-Stop Debate That's It! She wanted a candle! Necronomicon Choose the truth bullet What is the proof Angie was stillalive after the attack? Lob trauma Interjection I will not be afraid! I don't back down! - Showdown Butthere's rebuttal had no evidence anywhere, was it, Shuichi!? Blood tape Duct to identify the
man who killed Angie? Korekiyo Singuji Multiple Choice Murder That Was An Accident... Murder Of Angie Yonaga Argument Armament You have no evidence thatCorekiyo is a murderer ... REMOVEDFLOORBOARD Let's look back at the first murder. It was late last night. The perpetrator was in an empty room on the
4th floor. The perpetrator was preparing a planned murder. To use the floorboard as a swing, they had to cut out the transverse element supporting it. The plan was to make the same training for all three empty rooms. This would distract suspicion from the perpetrator and the one who chose the room. To cut the
cruciarations, they needed a saw. I think they got one from the warehouse. They planned to cut the transverse parts in all three rooms. However, when the offender was working in the middle room, there was an unexpected... Angie came into this room and saw the perpetrator preparing him. She needed a fire for the
ritual, and went to the room for a candle. At that point, the culprit had not finished the installation and was just cutting crosses. Angie may not have come to the conclusion that this was related to some kind of murder plan. But now that Angie saw it, the perpetrator couldn't use the swing trick. Any other person could have
just given up. But not our culprit. The offender took the floorboards they loosened and hit the unsuspecting Angie in the head. The perpetrator did not want to give up according to his plan and had to improvise. They wrapped duct tape around Angie's injury to stop the bleeding. They then took her unconscious body and
took her to a research lab. While she was unconscious, the perpetrator hurried to tie this loose end. But because they were in a hurry, they did the decisive oversight. They didn't notice that the duct tape was peeling off, and it was under Angie's body. Without this evidence we may never have didn't find out the criminal's
trick. Transportation of necessary supplies, supplies, returned to Ultimate Art Lab... locked the front door from the inside... and took out the katana they brought from their own lab. They then stabbed Angie in the back of the head, eventually killing her. Then, to further confuse us, the perpetrator tried to make a closed
secret. First they used a rope from the warehouse and hung four effigies upside down. There were two reasons for this. To suppress the room with an occult atmosphere... And the other was the key to locking the room. The criminal put a katana in a stuffed Cade near the back entrance... and twisted the effigy around to
twist the rope. After a sufficient number of turns, the offender let go and headed for the back door. After the release the effigy began to rotate, and the golden leaf katana with it. Then the handle of the katana got into a sliding lock, locking the door. Difficult trick, but remember that the lock was so loose it moved at the
slightest pinch. The offender would also have the opportunity to try it many times. After completion, the door was locked, but the duct tape was left behind. The culprit may have noticed this, but by that point it was too late. The room was sealed. They had no way to go back inside. Then, this morning, we opened the room
and found Angie's body... But the culprit was not finished. They wanted another murder. To do this, they manipulated us into doing the session! Of the three empty rooms, the average was chosen for the session. Kokichi invited me to take Kibo's place in the session. Tenko volunteered to become a medium. But... she
never thought it would lead to her being killed. To perform the session, the criminal claimed that they needed something for Tenko ... The little stone that Gimiko brought from the yard. Tenko, at the request of the criminal, bowed her head until she touched the stone. This position played an important role in making the
killing go as planned. Then Kokichi and I placed an iron cage over Tenko in the middle of a magic circle. The perpetrator then volunteered to drape a white cloth over the iron cage. We didn't realize it at the time, but it was a deliberate decision by the perpetrator. They had to establish the murder weapon that was used to
kill Tenko. While they covered the cage with a cloth, they secretly placed a sickle. Finally, we put a wooden statue on a cage in four. The perpetrator used the weight of the statue to keep the murder weapon in place. After the preparation was completed, we started the session. In total darkness, each of us stood in the
same corner and sang the song The Caged Child. When the song was over, the soul of the dead was to enter the medium... But our criminal had another plan to commit murder in the dark. Immediately after we started singing, the criminal began to get wet in the direction of Tenko. It would be quite difficult to do in total
darkness, but our culprit Guide. They used magic circle lines drawn with salt. The culprit felt for salt and used it to guide them forward. And when the criminal reached the center of the circle... they found a floorboard that had its crosspiece cut off the night before... Then lifted his leg and stomped down the floorboard! The
floorboard rose like a swing ... ... and pushed Tenko's body up to the ceiling of the cage. Tenko was stabbed in the back of the head on top of the cage. She was killed right in front of our eyes, and we didn't even see him! After committing the crime, the perpetrator followed salt back to his corner... ... finished the ritual,
and we lit candles. We followed the instructions of the offender and removed the equipment used for the session...... and found Tenko's body. And while we were all focused on the body, the culprit took the sickle...... and dropped it under the floor through a hole in the corner of the room. Ironically... the last step of the
murder was unwittingly carried out by us. The perpetrator was planning a murder so we could inadvertently destroy some of the evidence. This proof was a magic circle that the perpetrator used to navigate in the dark. However, the perpetrator did not know that Kibo had taken the picture. He really saved us. Without it,
we wouldn't know what changes were made to the circle. But now we know for sure. And we know that the culprit drew a magic circle... Korekiyo Singuji, the ultimate anthropologist! You're the culprit! Danganronpa V3 Chapter 3 Execution - Chapter 1 - Chapter 2 - Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 - Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 - Skills -
Mini-Game Solutions (Former / Last) - Final Argument - Execution - Students enter the virtual world to try to find the truth of the outside world, but somehow, Miu is killed. This test combines the virtual world with the real world! Mini-Game Controversy/Agreement Solution Non-Stop Debate Here's When Youpoisoned Her,
Right Kaito? Little Bottle of Poison Back Route: That's when you poisoned it, didn't you Kaito? A small bottle of poison Little Bottle of Antidote Choose the truth bullet What was the cause of Miu's death? Killing Game Simulator Non-Stop Debate I think strangulation is more likely. Miu's Corpse Choose the Truth Bullet
What was used to strangle Miu? Gonta's toilet paper can't ignore it! - Rebuttal Showdown wouldteartoo easy! Killing Game Simulator Multiple Choice Man Who Brought a Hammer... Miu Iruma Non-Stop Debate Or, she secretly met with someone ... Miu and Kokichi Meeting Multiple Choice Miu asked to meet with Kokichi
so she could use a hammer ... Kill Kokichi Psyche Taxi (Question 1) Who tried to kill Kokichi? Miu Iruma Psyche Taxi (question 2) Where did Miu try to kill Kokichi? Virtual World of Psyche Taxi (Question 3) Why was a bottle of poison Seat? To divert the attention of the Non-Stop Debate, miucouldn't haveplacedthe
poison! Login /Logout Record Select True Bullet How Does Miu Make Kaito Go Out? Cell Phone Non-Stop Debate No, Miu Should Have Been in Chapel... Tsumugi's account of non-Stop Debate Hidden Route thatonly Miu can use to get through ... Wall added Miu Interjection Don't be naive, Shuichi! - Rebuttal
Showdown It's not just an object, after all! Avatar Miu Select the truth of the Bullet What strange phenomenon occurred virtual world? Loud Noise Mind Mine What strange phenomenon occurred virtual world? The sign of Psyche Taxi (question 1) At what point was signboardswept away? River Psyche Taxi (question 2)
Where is the end of the river? Chapelside Psyche Taxi (issue 3) Where was the sign foundpost. Mansionside Psyche Taxi (question 4) Compared to the current of the river, which way did the sign swim? Against the current Select Truth Bullet What clue is associated with the unnatural way a sign was held on the river?
Wall Added Miu Multiple Choice How does the sign pass through the wall downstream and end up upstream...? Downstream and upstream connect Multiple Choice The reason why it only create one wall because the chapel and the walls of the mansion ... They do the walls of Hangman's gambit (Ver. 3.0) What is the
unique feature of the virtual world? WORLD LOOPS Choice Tos Where is the Point of the Cycle? Line in the middle of the Mini-Game Controversy/Agreement Solution Multiple Choices that we've heard how the two objects collide... Miu Hitting the Wall Gambit Hangman (Ver. 3.0) How is Miu's avatar breaking into the
chapel? SLID OFF ROOF Non-Stop Debate There Was Nothing Like It Though! Lattice near the Chapel Back route: There was nothing like it though! Is the sign used as a bridge used as a sign to identify a person who is a liar? Kokichi Omah Mind Mine What Coccychi Lay About? Besides, I never went to the roof, not
even to a meeting. Non-stop debate and stayed, y'know? Kokichi In the salon Kokichi not in the cabin Interjection Now my turn! - Non-stop Debates So you could've been choking her, no problem! Installation on Avatar Kokichi Interjection Two for one truth special! - Debate Scrum (Statement 1) Shuichi, you say that
Gonta is the culprit!? Criminal Debate Scrum (Statement 2) Gonta is sucha sweetheart. He wouldn't fly! Sweetheart Debate Scrum (Statement 3) Can Gontahave even made it to the roof without noticing? Rooftop Debate Scrum (Statement 4) There should'vebeen witnesses in the lobby! Entrance Hall Debate Scrum
(Statement 5) But Kokichiconfessed he worked with Monokuma! Monokuma Debate Scrum (Statement 6) It's all a lie! Kokkichi is the one who killed Miu! Kokichi Debate Scrum (Statement 7) Gonta notkill Miu! Honest! Miu Multiple Choice Gonta started saying: I don't know After entering the virtual world Select the Truth
Bullet What was the accident against Gonta? Hangman's Avatar Error Gambit (Ver. 3.0) What mistake did Gonta experience? MEMORY LOSS Mass Panic Debate that meansthere there was nothing glitch! Instructions of the device Multiple Choice Cause Keebo, Himiko, and Maki can be eliminated as suspects in that ...
They couldn't access the Multiple Choice crime scene The reason why Kaito is not a suspect... He was registered from several choice Reasons why Tsumugi and I can not be the culprit ... We have a solid alibi For a few Choice Reasons Why Kokichi can't be the culprit... He couldn't have killed Miu to identify the man
who is the only person who could have committed this murder? Gonta Gokuhara Argument Armament There's no way to leave mansion off the roof! TOILET PAPERDISCOVEREDOUTSIDE OFTHE MANSION Spot Selection Where did the perpetrator tie the paper to come down from the roof? The binoculars case
began last night. After we saw Miu, we all entered the Virtual World. To log on, you have to connect memory and consciousness cords into the device. So we all plugged these cords into our helmets and entered the virtual world. But the criminal accidentally plugged his cords into the wrong ports. Because of this, there
was a communication error between the brain of the criminal and his avatar ... As a result, the criminal will forget everything that happened in the virtual world. It's possible... that it also affected the identity of their avatar. Because I... I can't believe that someone so kind can commit murder... But... we had no idea this
mistake even happened. So we all logged in one by one. Meanwhile, Miu was the last person to log in. She changed the killing game simulator so she could reach a specific goal. After Miu confirmed that we all entered, she took out a bottle of poison... ... and put it on Kokichi's seat. It was made to make it look like
Kokichi was killed by poison when we got back. Yes... The reason Miu changed the simulator and brought us into the virtual world ... ... was to kill Kokiti in the virtual world, but pretend that he died in the real world! After we all logged in, Miu explained the world to us. Use the phone salon to get out, objects indestructible,
your avatars use all five senses...... She also explained the map of the virtual world in the hallway of the mansion. But her explanation was deliberately false. She wanted us to misunderstand the world. However... one of us could see through her scheme. The same man Miu tried to kill... Coquity. Kokichi was going to
use Miu's plan against her and was plotting her murder! But Kokiti wouldn't do it himself. He used patsy to be the culprit in this case. Kokiti was closely associated with the motive... so I don't know why the perpetrator But it seems as if, right right login when Kokichi and the culprit went outside ... ... they've already worked
together to carry out the murder. Eventually, we met with Kokiti and crossed the river to the chapel. Miu had us split to try to find some secret of the outside world. Kaito, Kokichi, Gonta, Tsumugi and I explored the mansion ... ... while Maki, Gimiko, Kibo, and Miu explored the chapel. Separating us was also part of Miu's
plan. In the chapel, Miu told Maki that she was going to look around outside. She was chasing our group while we were on our way to the mansion. As soon as she made sure we were opposite, she dropped the bridge into the river. It was to deceive us into thinking that the river had separated the mansion and the
chapel. At the time we didn't think anything of it... It was just another one of Miu's pranks. That's why we continued the original plan to find the secret of the outside world. We went to the mansion and broke up to find the evidence. Kokiti searched the salon. Kaito searched the roof. Tsumegi searched the dining room. I
searched the kitchen. And finally, the criminal was searched outside the mansion! Around the same time Miu headed for the wall, which was on the side of the chapel. She went through the wall and headed to the mansion to kill Kokichi. You see, the wall was a special wall that Miu added herself. This wall has been
programmed so that only objects can pass through... ... and Miu changed the settings of her avatar from human to object. It was a hidden route that she had prepared for herself. She set up a wall that only she could pass through! Miu went to the mansion, but Tsumugi saw her on the way... When she entered the
mansion, she pulled out her cell phone. She didn't tell us there was another way to get out of the house to get out of the house. She then said the name on the phone that forced the man out of the system. It was Kaito who was on the roof at the time. The same roof where Kokichi and Miu were going to meet. Having
Kaito search the roof and then get him to go out...... she made him look the most suspicious. But her plan didn't go smoothly. Kokiti was waiting on the roof with the perpetrator, and the toilet paper killed Miu. While Miu was distracted by Kokichi, the criminal crept up from behind... And used toilet paper from the bathroom
of the mansion to strangle Miu. This is only possible because objects in the virtual world are indestructible. Miu's avatar was strangled to death, and the shock killed Miu in the real world. After the murder, Kokichi left the cleanup to the criminal and left the roof. He probably returned to the salon as soon as he was able to
avoid suspicion. The offender then took the grille out of the pantry...... and put Miu's body on top, along with a hammer and a cell phone. The offender grabbed the grille over the railing and forcefully slid it down the roof. With a body on the from it the lattice became a makeshift sled and flew off the roof. He went through a
wall that only objects could pass before crashing into the chapel. It was a rumbling that Kibo heard in the chapel, and we heard in the mansion. The Mou Wall concealed the fact that the mansion and the chapel were actually next to each other. That's why Tsumugi and I were able to hear the accident from the mansion!
As a last step, the perpetrator had to get off the roof. Because we were in the mansion, they couldn't take the stairs they would have seen. So they used toilet paper again to escape the roof. They hung toilet paper from binoculars on the roof...... and used it as a rope to go down. After the offender was safely on the
ground, they pulled out on toilet paper to retrieve it. They would have returned him to the bathroom, but they bumped into us as we were leaving the mansion. In a panic, the offender threw toilet paper somewhere nearby. Without this little mistake ... ... we may never have solved this case because the culprit doesn't
remember. It's the truth you forgot! Gonta Gokuhara, entomologist! Danganronpa V3 Chapter 4 Execution - Chapter 1 - Chapter 2 - Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 - Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 - Skills - Mini-Game Solutions (Former / Last 1) - Final Argument - Mini-Game Solutions (Last 2) - Execution - United vs. Mastermind, Kokichi,
Students Must Survive in Class Court Without Knowing, Killer or Victim. An unpredictable trial begins... Mini-Game Controversy / Agreement Decision Non-Stop Debate Kokichi can not be a victim because there is no evidence for him ... Kokichi's clothes are a few choices There's something peculiar about these clothes...
Sleeve Jacket Interjection Should I Kill This Logic? - Rebuttal Showdown He will never put his hands over the sleeves of his coat. Kaito Coat Non-Stop Debate Kaito Got Crushed to Death... Safety Back Route: Kaito got crushed to death... Murder Video Survival Video Select Truth Bullet What key suggests that the
cause of death was not crushing the hydraulic press? Swipe Bloodstain Spot Selection What evidence is related to the cause of death? Sleeve Select Truth Bullet What weapon left the sleeve of a small Hole Kaito? Crossbow Non-Stop Debate Shotwould should be fired... out of the hangar to hit Kaito. Bathroom Window
Mass Panic Debate So I Went There Empty-handed... K1-B0 score non-stop debate and Ididn't even use a crossbow... Crossbow Multiple Choice Man Who Asked Gimico to Bring a Crossbow... Kaito Momota Select The Truth Bullet What evidence does Kaito say shot Kokichi with a crossbow? Kokichi's clothes are a
somewhat choice victim of this case ... Kaito Momota Of Despair Will Never Die! - Debate Scrum (Statement 1) I suspect that Kaito Inside Exisal! Exisal Debate Scrum (Statement 2) But he said he couldn't leave Exisal because he was injured. Injury Debate Scrum (Statement 3) Is it possible that Kokichigot
crushedinstead Kaito? Shredded Debate Scrum (Statement 4) But there was an arrow hole on Kokichi's shirt. Mastermind Debate Scrum (Statement 6) Why are you soopposed to Kaitobeing alive!? Alive Non-Stop Debate Still, Only One Arrow Is Shot... Three Arrows Psyche Taxi (question 1) How many arrows did
Himikogive Kaito make? 1 Psyche Taxi (Issue 2) Were all the arrows inside thehangar from the beginning? No Psyche Taxi (Question 3) Who Brought The Two Arrows? Gambit of the third party Hangman (Ver. 3.0) What did the third party use to enter the hangar? EXISAL Non-stop Debate Yesterday, all hammerswere
stillrecharging ... Used Electrohammer Back Route: So getting inside would be impossible. Hatch's Electronic Lock Unlocked Hatch Identifies the person who disabled Exisal with an electric ham camera and broke into the hangar? Maki Harukawa Interjection I will kill your logic. - A rebuttal showdown will not result in a
fatal injury. Poison Multiple Choice Victim Maki Talks About... We all Mini-Game Contradictions /Agreement Solution Multiple Choice Part of Maki's Testimony that doesn't add up... The control panel damaged by the Non-Stop Debate alarms had to be activated, with 100% certainty. Electrobomb Multiple Choice Main
Purpose Kokichi using Electrobomb was ... Turn off the Multiple Choice press security feature What part of the evidence is called into question if the security feature was turned off? The cause of Kaito's death Choose a bullet of Truth besides the poisoned arrow, what is another potential cause of death? Hydraulic Press
Multiple Choice Was the Cause of Death of Kaito's Poisoned Arrow or Hydraulic Press? Is it possible to say? It is not possible a few Choice Four Exisals in the yard around Monokuma ... Watching him choose the truth of the bullet, if Monokuma does not know who the culprit is, what evidence should be analyzed again?
Murder Video of Hangman in Gambit (Ver. 3.0) What can not be identified even after observing the dead body footage? VICTIM Non-Stop Debate When for a Short Time. Hydraulic Press Mind Mine Why hydraulic press to stop? Press Operation Group Mind Mine To Switch Bodies, What Else Wasstopped With Hydraulic
Press? Spot Selection Video Camera Where was the camera installed? The hydraulic press controls several choices of two people who have swapped places in the hydraulic press ... Another person in the Hangar Hangman's Gambit (Ver. 3.0) How did the bodies change if there were only two people in the hangar?
VICTIM HELPED Identify the person who is in Kaito Momota Argument Armament I saw Kokichi drink antidote! Antidote! DRINKTHEANTIDOTE Let's consider the trick that Kokichi and the criminal created together... Last night, Kibo saw Gimico from the window of his lab. She was carrying a black box and heading to the
Exisal hangar. When she got to the hangar, she handed the case over to someone through the bathroom window. That someone... is the culprit of this case! Locked in the bathroom, the offender asked Gimiko to bring them a certain weapon. A disassembled crossbow from Maki's lab. The offender was going to use a
crossbow to challenge Kokichi in the fight. Some time passed, and Maki walked to the hangar. She was going to the hangar to kill Kokichi and save the criminal in the bathroom. However, the hangar had an electric barrier preventing it from entering. Luckily for her, she had an Electrohammer to get around the barrier... In
a way. She used her Electrohammer to disable Exisal and climb inside. She knew exisals could get around the barrier... so she got inside one! Around the same time, the perpetrator and Kokichi began their confrontation. While Kokichi was checking them, the perpetrator ambushed him with a crossbow. But the
perpetrator wasn't going to kill Kokichi, they just wanted to turn him off. That's why the perpetrator took aim at Kokichi's right hand. If they really wanted to kill him, they would have shot him in his vital. Kokichi staggered from the arrow, and the offender immediately pounced on him. He didn't want Kokichi to be able to call
Exisal with a remote control. While they were fighting, something happened that took them both by surprise. The hangar shutter opened, and Exisal went inside! Coquity definitely didn't expect Exisal to interrupt them. He pulled out his remote control in an attempt to control Exisal... But Maki jumped out of the cockpit and
shot Kokichi with a crossbow. The arrow hit Kokichi right in the back. And it wasn't an ordinary shooter. The tip was covered in deadly poison from my lab called Strike-9 Poison. The poison kills slowly. It seems that Maki wanted Kokichi to confess before his death. But even with the poison in his veins, Kokichi continued
to twist his lies. When she had had enough, Mackie tried to kill him with another poisoned arrow... ... but this time Mackie was taken by surprise. Laki's life doesn't turn black, the perpetrator used his body to shield Kokichi. A poisonous arrow hit the offender's left hand. Maki remembered that there was an antidote in my
lab, and he immediately ran after him. The poison Strike-9 slowly circulated through their systems, and soon killed them both. But in this desperate situation, Kokichi came up with a clever lie. He included this unforeseen event in his plan to help him win the killing game! Or, should I say ... help him defeat Monocum. That
was Kokichi's true goal. That's why he claimed to be the mastermind. Thinking fast, close the shutter so that Maki could not re-enter the hangar. So Kokichi's last lie was on the move. When Maki came back with an antidote, she couldn't go back to the hangar... so she went to the hangar bathroom and handed the
antidote through the window. But after the offender was given an antidote, Kokichi immediately grabbed him. Kokichi drank the whole antidote while the perpetrator and Maki watched in horror. Mackie must have panicked, thinking the only antidote was gone. She believed the perpetrator would die from his own poisoned
arrow. But it was another Koquichi lie. He just pretended to drink the antidote. Maki desperately tried to break into the hangar, even cutting the control panel. But she couldn't get the shutter to open again. Defeated, she had no choice but to leave. After Maki left, Coquity pulled out another weapon. An electrobomb that
can disable communication devices within hours. Kokichi's plan was to use an electric bomb to dislodge Monocum's surveillance cameras. That's why he instructed Miu to make bombs in the first place. After the explosion of the electrobomb, Kokiti forced the offender to drink an antidote. In exchange for the antidote,
Kokiti asked the perpetrator to cooperate with his plan. Kokichi had to work with the perpetrator to execute his final lie. Under normal circumstances, the culprit would never have agreed to such a plan... But because the perpetrator owed him the life to save their lives, they agreed to Kokiti's request. The request is a
generous term. It was more like blackmail. In any case, they are now working together as accomplices to a crazy plan. There was a lot to prepare for, and not much time. They had to work fast. If Kokichi had died of Strike-9 poison, the whole plan would have been destroyed. After making a scene in the bathroom, the
perpetrator dragged Kokichi to the hydraulic press. This is how a napkin picture of blood stains from the bathroom in the press was created. Kokichi, supported by the perpetrator, stood in front of the press conference panel. Two of them were finally ready to execute insane lies! While Kokichi was installing a video
camera near the hydraulic press control panel... the culprit put his face up inside the press, draping his coat over his shoulders. Kokiti then activated the press and the camera recording button at the same time... The hydraulic press came down slowly, everyone caught on film for us to see. Normally, the security feature
would work, but Electrobomb turned it off. The press is lower and lower, and just as the perpetrator has disappeared from sight ... Kokiti pressed the Force Stop button and the camera pause button at the same time. The two then swapped ... and also swapped roles. Culprit... And the victim. The future victim was our
culprit and began to And cameras. Kokichi saved the life of the criminal, because his trick required their cooperation. He wanted to win a murderous game... even if it meant dying yourself! So, Kokichi was crushed by the press, and it was all caught on video. The offender's left sleeve was hanging from the press, making
us think he was a victim. Now alone, the culprit has assembled a video camera ... ... and tore the cord of the hydraulic press, so that it could never be lifted again. This would make it impossible for us to determine the identity of the crushed body. But there was another reason why the victim was killed in this way... It's the
obfuscation cause of death that makes the case that much harder to solve. All this was part of Kokichi's plan to create a murder that even Monocum could not understand! With the press turned off, the offender returned to the bathroom to wash away Kokichi's clothes. Finally, they climbed inside Exisal to hide... and
waited with a breathless breath. And now they're in this court, pretending to be Cocci. They try to deceive Monocum to defeat the true mastermind! ... And that's it. It's an unidentified ploy by The Cocaine offender. The culprit is Exisal. ... It's you, isn't it? ... Kaito Momota, the final astronaut! Mini-Game Controversy
/Agreement Solution Non-Stop Debate Kokichi is the one who died. Disappearance of Kokichi (Kokichi Spotted) Dunganronpa V3 Chapter 5 Execution - Chapter 1 - Chapter 2 - Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 - Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 - Skills - Mini-Game Solutions (Former) - Final Argument - Execution - Kibo and Axisala have
turned the academy into a war zone, and Shuichi challenges Monokum. Can they put an end to the killing game!? Mini-Game Controversy/Agreement Solution Multiple Choice Purpose of This Class Court... Repeat the last case of Several Choices Rantaro's Ultimate Talent ... The Ultimate Survivor Multiple Choice
Reason Why Rantaro knew about that hidden door... Survivor of the Perk Non-Stop Debate was Rantaro himself! Survivor Perk Monopad Interdometia It's beary wrong! - Rebuttal Showdown It didn't bring Survivor Perkwith it! The final picture of Rantaro Psyche Taxi (question 1) How many Monopads did Rantarohave in
the library? 2 Psyche Taxi (Question 2) Which monopad was taken away? Survivor Perk Monopad Psyche Taxi (question 3) Where was that Monopad taken? Hidden Room Psyche Taxi (question 4) Who can enter a hidden room? Mastermind non-stop debates, how-WOULD-THEY-know-WHAT-WAS-THE-IN-IN-THE-
LIBRARY? 6th Monokub Multiple Choice The True Culprit Who Killed Rantaro... Mastermind Non-Stop Debate Kaedehad all the time. Shot Put Ball with pink fiber Multiple Choice I found a shot to put the ball in a hidden room because ... Mastermind took his non-stop debate that the 17th man is the mastermind! Keys to
Mastermind Multiple The identity of the mastermind... Participant killing game Multiple Choice What I need to identify to uncover the mastermind ... Alibi for killing Rantaro non-stop debate I couldn't kill Rantaro! Hidden Room Passage Interjection It's beary wrong! - Rebuttal Showdown There's no evidence that she's the
mastermind! Motherkuma's voice printing system identifies the person who is the mastermind? Tsumagi Shirogane With this new proof ... Let's look back at Rantaro's murder. On the night of the incident, Cade and I were in a first-floor classroom. We were waiting for the mastermind to trigger the trap we set in the library.
Around the same time there were four people in the dining room... including the mastermind. The mastermind was probably annoyed that there had been no murders yet. After the motive was given, they knew that Kaede was planning something... But the mastermind wanted insurance. If necessary, they will come to
action. The inspiration apologized from the dining room and went to the bathroom. And from there, to a hidden room in the library that only the mastermind can enter. And there... they waited. Less than an hour before the expiration date, Rantaro moved the library's bookcase... ... which went to the receiver I was holding.
It all happened the way we determined in the first test... expect at the end ... I ran out of the room and Kaede rolled a shot to put the ball in the air vents. At the same time, Rantaro was lured by a flash of Kaede's hidden camera set. He unwittingly stepped straight into the path of the shot. A shot rolled down the path
Kaede did and then ... ... fell right on Rantaro's head, killing him instantly... Or so we thought. Turns out that was exactly what the mastermind wanted us to believe. In fact, the plan to kill Cade was very different. A shot to put the ball that Kaede rolled didn't really hit Rantaro. ... He must have been surprised to see a shot
put the ball fall out of nowhere like this. But his fate was sealed. The mastermind saw that Cade's plan had failed, and intervened to finish the job. The mastermind jumped out of the hidden room and attacked Rantaro from behind! And in their hands the real murder weapon - their own shot put the ball. Rantaro was killed
not by Cade's shot, but by the mastermind. The mastermind took Kaede's shot and left their shot to put the ball on the scene. They also looted Survivor Perk Monopad from Rantaro's body. These things in hand, they retreated back into the hidden room. I remember seeing the bookcase close just as Cade and I got there.



The mastermind probably just finished his crime. And so, the real truth was completely hidden from us. We went to the class court ... ... and reached the truth that Kaede was the culprit. But this truth was distorted by the mastermind! After the murder, the mastermind left the stolen Monopad on the In a hidden room......
and threw a shot at Kaede to put the ball in the trash. A little sloppy on their part ... not to get rid of all the evidence. They probably believed that no one would ever go into this room. But we did. Their crime is complete, the mastermind is back through a hidden passage. The passage led from the hidden room all the way
to... Girl bathroom on the ground floor! While the mastermind pretended to use the girls bathroom ... ... they actually used a hidden passage. That's how they moved without being seen. Anyone could use a hidden passageway, not just the people in the dining room. But looking at the survivors ... only you could be the
mastermind. If I'm wrong... Please refute me. Please tell us that you are not the mastermind, Tsumugi Shirogane, Ultimate Cosplayer! The Mini-Game Controversy/Agreement Decision Non-Stop Debate was just one schoolgirl. The Story of the Peak of Hope Non-Stop Debate They were captured by the Ultimate Despair
Story of the Peak of Hope Non-Stop Debate. History of the peak of hope Choose the truth bullet What evidence suggests that Kokichiis is not really a remnant of despair? Kokichi Motive video Hangman's gambit (Ver. 3.0) Flashback Light makes whatto memories? IMPLANT Multiple Choice Hope Peak Academy ... Is
hangman's fictional gambit (Ver. 3.0) What season of the killing game is currently airing? 53 Mind Mine What's the production companyis for killing the game? Team Danganronpa Logo Multiple Choice Who ... We are...? Fictional Multiple Choice Characters Our True Identity... Normal people keep this situation? Don't
keep fixing this situation? Yes A Few Choice My Inner Voice actually... Poll Audience Mass Panic Debate Worldoutside CravesDespair! Hope Mass Panic Debate Murder Game will end in despair. Hope Mass Panic Debate Everyonewants Feel The Leftright! Hope Mass Panic Debate Despair Danganronpa! Hope Mass
Panic Debate Is the desperation of sgonna to fuck upreality itself! Hope Mass Panic Debate This time, the theme of despair ofa bad end! Hope Interjection I reject this hope! - Rebuttal Showdown Don't You See? Despair is the only choice. Hope Multiple Choice Punishment ... It has to be... You participate in the next
game of Killing Non-Stop Debate Hope is contagious! Hope (Despair) Non-Stop Debate And with this weapon, we rebel against the outside world! Use Our Life non-stop Debate We're going to endDanganronpa! Use Our Lives non-stop Debate - - Let Time And End Gambit Hangman (Ver. 3.0) What Should You Never
Give Up? - Let Time And End Psyche Taxi (question 1) What should you never give up? - Let Time And End Multiple Choice What Should You Never Give Up? - time and end Argument Armament is no fiction can change the world LOL FICTIONCANCHANGETHE WORLD! Argument Armament Killing Game Game
Entertainment! THEKILLINGGAMEIS WRONG! The argument of Armament senseless death because no one voted is the worst ending ever! IT'S NOT THAT OUR LIVES ARE OUR WEAPONS! The Dunganronpa Armament argument will never end, will it!? WE WILL ENDDANGANRONPAS WITH OUR MASTER
HANDS! Danganronpa V3 Chapter 6 Execution of SKILLS Skills Title Effective Description at Cost Time, received from careful influence注⽬発⾔⼒ increases the impact of Gauge on Grade 2 Trial 4 SP By default envious influence羨望発⾔⼒ increases the impact of Gauge on 5 Class Trial 8 SP Casino (2000)
Extraordinary Focus抜群集⼒ Increases Focus Gauge on 2 Class Trial 4 SP Default Threatening Focus脅威集⼒ Increases Gauge Focus on 5 Class Trial 8 SP Casino (2000) Lost in Thought⻑考 Increases the Time For Each Stage class Trial 16 SP Po default Charismaカリマ Increases the Impact of Gauge Recovery,
When the Correct Answers Selected Nonstop Debate 8 SP Default Cool and composed冷静沈着 Steadies Your Purpose A Little Nonstop DebateMass Panic Debate 8 SP Default Calm明鏡⽌⽔ Totally steadies your Goal Non-Stop DebateMass Panic Debate 16 SP Casino ( 500 0) Downshiftシフトダウ Reduces Your
Target Speed Nonstop Debate 2 SP Default Upshiftシフトアプ Increases Your Target Speed Nonstop Debate 2 SP Default Laser Beamレザビム Increases the Speed of Your Truth Bullet Fire NonstopMass Panic Debate 8 SP Casino (3000) Trigger Happyトリガハピ Reduces the delay between shooting True Bullets or
True Blades Nonstop DebateMass Panic DebateRebuttal Showdown 8 SP Default Abracadabraちちんぷいぷい After Enough Time, The Correct Truth Bullet will be shown Nonstop DebateMass Panic DebatesRebuttal Showdown 24 SP Himiko Final FTE Supernatural Phenomenon超常現象 During concentration,
automatically targets the weak spot of the Nonstop Debate 16 SP Korekiyo Final FTE Vitality⽣存⼒ Reduces the Damage Impact of Gauge When you miss the Class Trial 15 SP Rantaro Final FTE Neural Release右脳解放 decreases more slowly during concentration and Fever Time Class Trial 16 SP Default misleading
妄想 The Effect of Gauge Is Restored During Concentration and Fever Time Class Trial 16 SP Default Bed Creationベドメク Focus Gauge Restores Faster Class Class 16 SP Kirumi Final Funding FTE資⾦調達 Increases the number of Monocoins, Received After Class Tests - 32 SP Maki Final FTE Killer Smash殺マ
シュ Makes True Bullets Infiltrate White Noise Nonstop DebateMass Panic Debate 8 SP Ryoma Final FTE Machine Gunマシガ Makes Silencer Fire Fast Non-Stop DebateMass Panic Debate 8 SP Casino (3000) Shotgunショトガ Silencer Shoots More Shots Non-Stop DebateMass Debate 16 SP Casino (5000) Grenade
グレネド Keep Shooting Strong Silencer DebateMass panic panic 24 SP Casino (7000) Point Blank零距離射撃 Allows the rear touchpad/▅/F2 button to be used to destroy the white noise of the Nonstop DebateMass Panic Debate 8 SP Casino (3000) Digital Loveロボト ア During Concentration, Automatically Targets
Nearby V Points Nonstop DebateMass Panic Debate 32 SP K1-B0 Final FTE Kind Lieやさしい嘘 Effect Drains Slower while Lies Bullet Loaded Nonstop Debate 6 SP Kokichi Final FTE Mind's Lie⼼眼 shows V Points Nonstop DebateMass Panic Debate 4 SP By St. Miko Ability聖徳太⼦ Silence of All Conversations
except for those restraint on the mass panic debate 4 SP Default Librarian Glareレトヴォ Instantly drowning out the loud voices of Mass Panic Debate 4 SP Default First Kick先制パチ Key word in the argument of the first speaker will be shown from the beginning of the Debate Scrum 4 SP Default Piano Duo連弾 makes
it easier to push opponent back during the final Push Debate Scrum 5 SP Kaede's final FTE Just Peekリズムチ Gambit Hangman Ver3.0 4 SP Default Initial A頭⽂字A First The letter will be filled from the beginning gambit Hangman Ver3.0 6 SP Casino (2000) Intuition Atua直感神 flash spot will instantly grow to the full
size of Hangman's Gambit Ver3.0 6 SP Angie's Final FTE Clear Mind頭脳明晰 Increases the number of letters cubes, which can be purchased at once by Psyche Taxi 4 SP By default Twin Sixシツシシクシクシク Switches to a better car with higher top speed and better acceleration Psyche Taxi 6 SP Casino (6600)
Spacewalk宇宙遊泳 Reduces shock when the obstacle hit Psyche Taxi 6 SP Kaito final FTE Force of Life and Death活殺⾃在 Makes it easier to push the enemy back during the Blade Lock Rebuttal Showdown 4 SP defaults to zorbato胴⽥貫 Increases the size of slashes Refutation Showdown 6 SP Casino (2000) Globe
Laws円転理 Allows the cursor to move freely, regardless of whether How Far The Enemy Pushed The Refutation Of Showdown 6 SP Tenko Final FTE Security First安全第 Removes the penalty for violating the non-erasable piece Imagination Excavation 4 SP Default Operation Giant Rollerロ 作戦 Some of the parts will
be missing from the start of Imagination Excavation6 SP Casino (3000) Cancel Trois Allows you to cancel your last action with the back of the touchpad / XXX-Ray glassesミエゴグ the entire object will be shown Imagination Excavation 6 SP Miu Final FTE High Voltage安藤⼦ Gauge Tension Will Increase with Faster
Speed Argument Arming 4 SP Casino (2000) Heaven Beatビト天 Makes Strikes Easier to Hit Argument Armament 6 SP Default Wild Awakening野⽣⽬覚め Increases Critical Damage Arguments 6 SP Gonta Final FTE 2D Some panels will be filled from the beginning of Closing Argument 6 SP Tsumugi final FTE FTE
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